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ABSTRACT - The concept of flame stretch is generalized for the ca.se
of stationary premixed flames with a finite thickness. It is shown that
the analysis results in additional contibutions to the stretch rate due
to changes in the flame thickness and due to density variations along
the flame. More general expressions are derived that describe the effect of stretch on variations in scalar quantities, such as the enthalpy.
These expressions are used to determine local variations in the flame
temperature and it is shown that the results of Chung and Law [4] a.re
recovered when a number of approximations are introduced. The generalized stretch formalism might be useful to analyze and quantify the
different flame stretch contributions and its effects in numerical flame
studies. Finally, the different contributions to the tota.l stretch rate are
numerically computed for the flame tip of a two-dimensiona.l Bunsen
flame as illustra.tion.

1

Introduction

It is well known that deviations from pure one-dimensional flow a.nd transport
in premixed flames, such as flame curvature and non-uniform flow along the
flame, might lead to local variations in flame temperature and mass burning
rate. These stretch effects were first studied by Karlovitz [1] and Markstein [2].
The fundamental mathematical basis of the phenomena was given by Matalon
and Matkowski [3] and a. physically more transparant integral analysis of the
stretch concept was first introduced by Chung and Law [4]. Since then it has
become clear that 'stretch' effects play an important role in a large number of
combustion phenomena, such as flame (in)stabilities, cellular flames a.nd the local
Aamelet structure of turbulent flames.
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Although the theory is well founded for infinitely thin reaction layers, it has not
yet been applied to flames with a reaction layer of finite thickness. Furthermore,
the other assumptions made in the theory, such as the existence of a single reaction with one Lewis number and the use of perturbation theory with small
distortions, hampers the application of the theory to numerical combustion studies with complex transport and complex chemistry models.
In this paper, a first step of an extension of the flame stretch concept to more
general stationary combustion situations will be presented. The theory is an extension of the physical analysis of Chung et 801. [4]. An extended definition of
the stretch rate will be introduced in Section 2, starting from the conservation
equation of mass. Effects due to flow variations along the flame front are found,
as in other studies [1, 2, 3, 4]. However, it will be shown that additional contributions due to density variations and curvature effects appear when variations
in the flame thickness are taken into account. The influence of local variations
in the stretch rate on the behavior of local scalar quantities is studied in Section
3. The expressions derived in Section 3 are applied to the enthalpy equation to
study the relation between the local stretch rate and variations in the local flame
temperature. To illustrate the typical magnitude of the different contributions
to the flame stretch in a numerically computed flame, we will study the results
of a numerical simulation of the flame tip of a station.ary two-dimensional (2D)
Bunsen flame in Section 4. Some conclusions will be drawn in Section 5.

2

The Generalized Flame Stretch Definition

Consider a 2D stationary flame 'front' in a premixed gas mixture, defined in terms
of a. given scalar field Y, which might be the temperature or the mass fraction of
a.ny species in the flame for the time being. The field Y will be specified later. We
assume tha.t flame front 'contours' correspond with iso-contours of Y (see Fig.l)
and that the unburned and burned boundaries of the flame front a.re given by
the contours Y = Y;, and Y = }'b, respectively. An orthogonal coordinate system
«,77) is introduced, with axes locally adapted to the contours of Y, i.e. the unit
vector normal to the contours is given by:
VY

e 71

= I VY I =

where }.~ = ~~, y;, = ~~ and
contours is defined as:

Yi. =

vYx

1 (}'~)
Y~ ,

(1)

+ y;; 2 and

the unit vector a.long the

K
2

Y) .

1 (
ee = Yi.
-}~

(2)
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Note that the ee unit vector can also be defined in the opposite direction. In
this paper we choose y;" > O. It is interesting to realize that diffusive transport
of the scalar quantity Y is always directed in e 71 -direction, i.e. perpendicular
to the local iso-contours of Y. However, the local velocity vector v is generally not in e 71 -direction. This means that variations in the convective transport
in ee-direction might introduce local distortions in the behavior of Y through
the flame, compared to the behavior in cases where the convective and diffusive
transport directions are parallel (such as in perfectly flat, cylindrical or spherical
flames). Following this reasoning, we define the generalized stretch rate in terms
of the convective transport contributions in ee-direction. To compute these convective transport terms in ee-direction, the conservation equation of mass will be
analyzed. These terms also appear in the conservation equation for Y, which will
be treated furtheron.
To find the convective transport terms in ee-direction, consider the continuity
equation V· (pv) = 0 in the coordinate system of Fig.!. Here, P is the mass density and v the velocity vector. Taking the inner product of V = ee;( ;e +e 71h11/ ;71
and pv = Pveee + pv71 e71 gives

1 a
he ae (pve)

+

pve
aee
hTj eTj' aTJ

1 a

+ h", aTJ (pVT/) +

PVT/
oeTj
he ee' af. = 0,

(3)

where the scale factors he = I~~ I and hTj = I~~ I are introduced, such that
dS e = hedf. and dSTj = hT/dTJ are the arc-lengths of the contours in the ee- and
e",- direction, respectively. Let a denote the angle between ee and the positive
;r-a.xis, then it is easy to show that
1
Dee
do
1
Ge,}
do
-e'l' = = CE, and -ee . = - - = -C,l'
hT/
fh]
ds,}
he
of.
ds£,

wit.h Ce and CTj the curvatures of the contours with constant
The radii of curvature of these contours are defined by:
•
1
•
Re = ~ and R",

(4)

f. and 7], respectively.

1

= I C", I'

(5 )

Using Eq. (4) and (5), Eq. (3) can be rewritten as:
1 0
he ae(pvd

+

pve
R
e

1 0

+ h", aTJ (pv",) +

pv",
RTj = 0,

(6)

wit.h Re = meRe, R", = -mT/RTj, me = sign(Cd and m", = ,qign(CT/)' In Eq.(6)
the first two terms denote the transport in ec direction, while the last two terms
ta.ke transport in e",-direction into a.ccount.

•
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The scalar stretch field K(e, 'TJ) is now defined in terms of the contributions to
Eq.(6), which give rise to transport in e~-direction, i.e.

K(~, TJ)

1

a

V~

= pheae (pve) + Re'

(7)

defined in the zone for 'TJ between 'TJu and 'TJb. This equation for the flame stretch
field is a generalization of the expression

aVe
I<a = he 8['
1

(8)

found in e.g. [3, 4] when the conventional definition for flame stretch K = -t~1
is applied on an infinitely thin flame sheet. The first term in Eq.(7) arises in
case of a non-uniform mass flux along a flame 'contour'. It should be noted that
density variations along a flame 'contour' (correponding with a constant 7]-value)
are neglected in the analysis of other authors, so that
(p) = O. The term

:e

w..

p~~ :e(pve) in Eq.(7) then reduces to ~~
However, in real flames it is generally
not true that the contours with constant TJ coincide with isotherms, especially in
flames where stretch induces local differences in flame temperature. This effect
is accounted for when Eq.(7) is used instead of Eq.(8). The second term in the
right-hand side of Eq.(7) can be viewed upon as a curvature contribution due to
local variations in flame front thickness. This contribution is not present in the
analysis of others, as they consider parallel flame 'contours'.
That the variation in flame thickness indeed gives a contribution to the stretch
rate as presented in Eq.(7) can be shown by considering Fig.2. In this figure we
analyze the special case of a uniform flow through a hypothetical flame with flat
77 = constant-contours and circular e= constant-contours, so that we find a zero
stretch rate f{o. = h~ ~ = 0 when the definition (8) is used. We now estimate the

-t

fra.ctional a.rea change f{ = ~1 of a piece of a flame contour A with constant 7],
caused by differences in convective and diffusive transport in the flame. In Fig.2
it is observed tha.t the flame thickness is not constant, so that R e is finite. In
Fig.2a we define two transport cells. The convective cell has an initial area AI,
a final area A 2 and walls along the local stream tube. The diffusive transport
cell has initial area A3 , final area A 2 and walls along the contours with constant
Diffusive transport takes place along the contours with constant
so that
t.here is no area change in the diffusive transport cell A 2 - A3 = O. We therefore
consider the area change of the convective transport cell in Fig.2 only. As ca.n be
seen in the enlargement Fig.2b, for small angles t: we may write t. = ~ = hR~7].

e.

e,

Furthermore, it is observed that ~~ =~. Using these relations gives
1 dA
v,., dA
A dt = hTl d1] I i

=

ve dh
h7]d7] A

=

'Ve
Re'

(9)
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This shows that the last term in Eq.(7) is indeed related with stretch effects due
to flame thickness variations.
In Fig.3 we present the general case with non-uniform flow, flame curvature and
flame thickness variation. In this figure we introduce the convective transport cell
ABFE and the diffusive transport cell CDFE. We will show that the stretch rate
]((e,1]) defined in Eq.(7) can be interpreted as the total fractional area change
of a part AB of an arbitrary flame contour with constant 1], due to convection
in ABFE and diffusion in CDFE. Note that we speak of the area of AB, while
strictly speaking we mean the length of AB. First consider the convective cell
ABFE. The line segments AE and BF are streamlines and AB and EF are flame
contours a distance h"d'fJ = v."dt apart. Due to conservation of mass in ABFE it
is clear that (pv."A) (1] + d'fJ) = (pv."A)(1]), from which we can conclude that

Substitution of d1] = v."dt/ h." into (10) and letting dt --+ 0 gives the following
expression for the fractional area change of AB due to convection in ABFE:

(11)
In the diffusive cell CDFE, the parametrisations of the line segments CD and EF
are related by r(e,'fJ) = r(e,1] + d1]) - v,,(e,71 + d1])dt e.". Thus, substitution of
a = -v.,,( 7] + d'fJ )dt e7J into Eq. (49) of Appendix A gives the following relation
between the areas A('fJ) of CD and A('fJ + d7]) of EF:

e,

A(1]) =

(1 - ~;~: ~~e + O(dt

2

))

A(1] + d1]).

(12)

The fra.ctional area change due to diffusion in CDFE can be easily derived from
Eq.(12) whenever dt --+ 0:

IdA)
( A dt d

v."

ahe

= - he h7J a'fJ .

(13)

Adding the two fractional area changes of Egs. (11) and (13) then gives for the
total fractional area. change

where we used Eqs. (6) and (7).
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This analysis shows that the generalized definition of stretch indeed includes
those terms which give rise to flame area variations for convective and diffusive
transport. Equation (7) defines a scalar stretch field not only on an infinitely
thin flame sheet but in the whole region for Y (x, y) between 1]u. and 1]b, and the
separate terms can be computed from the numerical solution of the flow field
v and the scalar fields p and Y. Explicit expressions for the different terms of
I«e,1]) are derived in terms of V,p and Y in a 2D Cartesian coordinate system
in Appendix B.
A question not yet answered is which scalar field in the flame should be used to
define the flame front. It is important to realise that the results for J( depend
on the choice of Y. In most cases there is no unique choice possible. The only
mathematical restriction is that Y has to be a monotonous field without local
extrema, in order to be able to introduce a well-defined (e,1] )-coordinate system.
This eliminates the possibility to use the mass fraction of intermediate species
in the flame for Y. Also, it seems to be not wise to use the temperature for Y,
because local temperature variations along the flame contours induced by stretch
effects are important in many applications. Any other choice, Le. the mass fraction of one of the main species is possible. In our case it seems most obvious
to use the mass fraction of fuel for Y. The position of the flame contours then
depends on the amount of fuel already consumed in the combustion process.

3

Flame Stretch and the Conservation Equations

It is well known that stretch has important effects on the local behavior of flames
through local variations in scalar quantities, such as the (flame) temperature. In
this section it will be shown that the terms in Eq.(7) which arise from a nonuniform flow and from flame thickness variations are precisely those contributions
which induce such variations in the behavior of Y and in the other scalar fields
of the flame. As an example, the effect of stretch on the flame temperature will
be studied and it will be shown that the theory gives identical results as the
analysis of Chung et al. [4], when a number of assumptions and approximations
are introduced. For that purpose, we will study the conservation equation of the
scalar quantity Y in the coordinate system of Fig.I. First, however, we study
the mass conservation equation again. Note that it is possible to rewrite the
continuity equation (6) in the following form~

(15)
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where the first term corresponds with the first two stretch terms in Eq.(6) and
the second term corresponds with the transport terms in 1]-direetion.
The total amount of mass which enters or leaves the diffusive cell (hatched area
in Fig.l) at the boundaries 1] = 1]11. or 1] = 1]b can be obtained by integration of
Eq.(15) over this cell:

a

1

a

JJhh[at(pv~h7j)
+ a(pv7)h~)]
el
e
6

71&

7)u

71

1

J 1 d1]de = 0,

(16)

1]

'"

where I J 1 denotes the Jacobian of the transformation (x, y) -+ (e, 1] ). It is
obvious that 1J 1= h~h7)' Since the stretch field contains all terms responsible
for the transport in the e~-direetion, it is clear that
1

a

K(e,1]) = ph7jh~ae(pvehTJ)'

(17)

Substitution of Eq. (17) into Eq.(16) gives

&
[(pV7)h e)b - (pv7j hdu]de

J

6

=-

el

m
de pI«e, 1])heh7jd1],

J J

el

which holds for arbitrary

6

and

6

(18)

7)u

and therefore:

J
7)&

(pV7)he)b - (PV'l h()U

=-

pK(e, 1])h~h'Y/d1].

(19)

7ju

The coefficients he,u and h~,b are measures for the area of the unburned and
burned boundaries of the diffusive cell and take into account that the curvature
term pV'Y// R7) in Eq.(6) induces variations in the area through which the scalar
quantity Y diffuses (h(,u = hO when R7) -+ 00). Note that the mass fluxes at the
unburned and burned cell boundaries are equal, i.e. (p'/.''Y/h~)u = (pv7)h eh when
the local stretch rate is zero.
Now consider the conservation equation for the scalar quantity Y

V· (pvY) - V· (pDyVY)

= By,

(20)

with D y and By the diffusion coefficient and the (chemical) source term, generally
depending on the other field variables in the flame. In the coordinate system of
Fig.l we find:

_,I, .~
l.e 1.'1

01]

I,

,I,

(pvT/h(I") _, _ 00 (pDyh(YL) _ Sy = _ _ aOt(Pv(hT/Y),
2,( 2'71 1]
1.e 2,'1 I"

(21)
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where we used that the diffusive transport is directed in e7]-direction (Eq.(I».
All transport contributions in ee-direction are gathered in the right-hand side of
Eq.(2I). Integrating this equation over the diffusive cell of Fig.I, analogous to
Eq. (16), then gives:

JSyhehTJdTJ
7jb

(pVT/heY)b - (pv7jh eY)u -

=

TJu

(22)
To arrive at Eq.(22), we used that ~~ = 0 and that the diffusive gradients vanish
in the unburned and burned mixture, so that YL -+ 0 for TJ -+ TJu,b.
Let us now consider the variation .6.Y = l'b - Yu of Y through the flame and
compare this variation with ~Yo = Y/,0 - Yt? in case of stretch-less flames. The
undistorted value ~Yo follows from Eq.(22):
7]b

j S~heh7]dTJ = 0,

(phe)uSL~Yo -

(23)

7]u

where we used that the mass flow rate (pV7]he)b = (pv7]h e )u is equal to the adiabatic mass burning rate (phe)uSL for ]( = OJ SL is the laminar burning velocity.
Furthermore, S~ denotes the undistorted chemical source term. In case I< =/: 0
we find from Eq.(22):

~Y =

SL
'V 7] , u

JpI«~,
7]b

~yO + ~S + ( \)
ptl7] 'e

U

1] )[Yb(e)

-

Y(~, TJ )]heh7]dTJ.

(24)

7]u

In Eq. (24) we used the mass conservation equation (16) and Eq.(23). Furthermore, we introduced
(2.5 )

Equation (24) indicates that a non-uniform flow and flame thickness variations
may change the local value of ~Y in the flame, through the terms in I«~,"7) we
considered in the previous section.
The analysis for any other variable ¥' in the flame is comparable to the study for
Y. It should, however, be realised that the diffusive flux -pDYI VY ' of another
sca.lar field ¥' is generally not directed in e7]-direction, so that also 8~~' =1= o.
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This gives other contributions to the corresponding equations for Y'. In the
remainder of this section we derive Eq. (24) in terms of the enthalpy H, beN

ing the mass weighted average of the species enthalpies Hi: H = L: Hi Yi with
i=l

T

Hi

= H? + J Cp,i( T)dT and

with

Yi

the mass fractions of the N species, in or-

To

der to compute the local variations in the flame temperature. We will show that
Chung's result is recovered, when the appropriate approximations are introduced.
We start from the stationary enthalpy conservation equation:

v . (pv H) =
with

- V . q,

(26)

N

q = -XVT

+ LPYiHiVi,

(27)

i=l

Vi

being the diffusion velocity of species i. We find, when transport effects arising
from differences in specific heats Cp,i of the species are neglected (Cp,i = cp ) [8]:

A

V . (pv H) - V . (- V H) =
Cp

N

E H?(1 -

Lei)V . (pD im VYi),

(28)

i=l

where the diffusion coefficients Dim of species i in the mixture and the Lewis
numbers Lei = -D~
(assumed to be constant) are introduced. Following Chung,
P ,mCI'
we assume that iso-contours of H,
Eq.(28) then evolves to:

Yi

and T are parallel, Le. ~~

= ~r

=

W- = O.

_1_ .8 (pvflheH) __1_~(~ he ~H ) =
he h1J 81]
hE, h1J 81] Cp h1J 81]
~

L...J
i=l

0
1 8
he 8yi
,
Hi (1- Led--(pDim --.-) - pAIl
hf,h1J 81]
h1J 817

(29)

in the (e, 17 )-coordinate system. We now continue with integrating Eq.(29) through
the flame from 1] = 1]u to 1] = 1]b:
fib

(pV'1 hf,Hh - (pv'1 heH )u = -

J

pJ{(e, 17)HCe, 1])h eh1Jd1],

(30)

= (~)u,b = 0 in the (un)burnt mixture.

Substituting

1Ju

where we used that (~~ kb
Eq.(19) gives:

10
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Note that this equation is equal to Eq.(24), written in terms of the enthalpy H.
When it is assumed that the composition of the mixture at the 'unburned' flame
boundary "I = T/u is equal to the composition of the related stretch-less flame with
which the behavior is compared, we have Hu = H2 = H~, so that
(32)
Note that Cp is taken to be constant. The last step in Eq.(32) follows from
the fact that local enthalpy variations mainly introduce temperature differences;
changes in the mixture compposition have a smaller contribution, especially in
lean mixtures. In Eq.(32) n - T~ is the local deviation from the undistorted
adiabatic temperature Tbo. When we also assume that the tangential 'mass flux'
pJ((e,T/)h e is constant through the flame, we find from Eq.(31):
11 _ 1'.0
b

b

= (pK(e,
"I )he)u J'I7b[H. (~) _ H(C )]h
(
h )
b.,.
<",1]
pVT/cp e

u

'I

d

(33)

"I.

T/u

The integral over H b - H in the right-hand side can be computed as follows. We
•

assume that the dimensionless stretch rate

J( =

'l7b

I<

I

h'T/dT//v'T/,u is small enough

'l7u

so that terms of order (I<? and higher are negligible in Eq.(33) when Hb - H is
expanded in powers of k. In that case we may restrict ourselves to the lowestorder (k)O contribution to calculate Hb-H in the right-hand side of Eq.(33). This
means that, when integrating Eq.(29) over 1] from 1] to 1]b, after multiplication
with the factor hehT/' we may neglect the term pI< H. This gives

Ahe fJH
~ 0
he fJYi
.,
(pv'T/he H )& - (p v 'l7 heH ) + -,-~
= - L..J Hi (1- LedpDim -, ~ + O(A). (34)
cp

1.'7

uT/

i=1

l'T/ U1]

From mass conservation we know that
(3.5 )

so that
.
(Hb

-

fJ/ aH
~ 0 1
1 8:Yi
H) = - - - - - fJ j ~Hd- - 1 ) - 11.'1 a1]
i=1
Lei
h'1 aT/

~,

+ 0(1\),

(36)

where 8/ = -'\-.
After multiplication with h'l7' we integrate this last equation
PVrjCp
for a second time, now from "I = T/u to 7] = "lb. The two integrals arising when
the right-hand side of Eq.(36) is integrated then read:
~

Ja d7] = H H = O(K),
J d7] Yi,b - Yi,u'
T/b

aH

b-

'1...

u

1]

'1b

'I...

8l'i
aT/

=

(37)
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Using Eqs.(36) and (37) in Eq.(33) then gives:

Tb -

T~ = - K(e, 71u)8j
V 77 ,u

t

i=l

H? (_1 - l)(Yi,b - Yi,u)
cp Lei

+ O(K 2 ).

(38)

Considering only one chemical species (e.g. fuel) with one Lewis number and
assuming that HJu(Y!u,u - Y!u,b)/(cpT~) = 1 (as Chung also does) finally gives:

~~

= 1 + Ka(le - 1)

+ O(Ka 2 ),

(39)

where we introduced the Karlovitz number Ka = K8J!v 77 ,u. This result is equal
to the result of Chung. The analysis proves that Eq.(24) gives identical results as
the analysis of others, when the appropriate assumptions are used. The theory
shows that Eq.(24) is more general and should be used to compute variations due
to stretch effects in real flames.

4

Illustration: Flame Stretch in the Tip of a
Bunsen Flame

As an illustration of the generalized flame stretch concept, we will compare the
typical order of magnitude of the different contributions to the stretch rate J(
in this section. This gives an indication of the importance of the corresponding
terms on the flame behavior. The contributions are determined for the tip of a stationary premixed Bunsen flame on a multiple-slit burner. The slits have a width
of 4.0mm. and a burner wall thickness of OAmm. A stoichiometric methane/air
mixture enters the computational domain with a parabolic velocity profile and
a maximum velocity of O.8m/s. The stoichiometric methane/air flame on this
burner is computed using the 2D flame code developed by de Lange and Mallens
[.5, 9]. This code uses a one-step chemistry model, the stream function/vorticity
formulation for the flow field and the combustion equations are discretized on
an adaptive locally refined grid. This code is validated extensively for 2D atmospheric premixed methane/air Hames [5, 9] and is suitable to model the global
flame structure, flow field and flame stability [11] accurately. The mass fraction
of fuel Yju is used as the scalar quantity Y to define the stretch rate. For I< we
may write
(40)
K(e, 71) = J(a + J(b + K c ,
where J(a is the usual stretch rate (given by Eq.(8»). Furthermore, J<b and K c
are given by
(41 )
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Ve

=R

'
e

(42)

arising from density variations along the iso-contours and flame thickness variations. False-color plots of K a , I(b, K c and J( in the flame tip are presented
in Figs.4a, 4b, 4c and 4d, respectively. A number of iso-contours of Y!'u (77 =
contant) and the stream function is also presented in the figures. The stretch
field contributions near the upstream boundary of the flame tip, where the tip
radius R1/ becomes smaller than the grid spacing is not shown in the figures.
The gradients are small and the curvature terms are not reliable in this region.
Note that the maximum values for I K a I, I J(b I, I J(c I and I J( I are about
17000, 700,4000 and 17000, respectively. This means that I<b is more or less negligible in the flame tip. However, the contribution of K c to K is significant.
The behavior of K on the central symmetry axis (e = 0) is shown in Fig.5. Note
that !( = K a because Kb = K c = 0 on this axis for symmetry reasons. From
Eq.(53) it is easy to see that K = I<a = U,x - vY,x,x for = O. Furthermore, for
the flame front curvature we can deduce that
= Y,x,x for = 0, so that K can
also be written as:
T.'
V
}
(43)
\.' = l'\a
= U,x - R'

Ji'l

e

e

1/

for the central axis. The different contributions U,x and vY,x:z: to K are also presented in Fig.5. It is clearly seen that, although the flow divergence term U:z: is
not negligible, the curvature part has the most significant contribution, which
is also concluded by other authors, such as Law [7] and Poinsot [10]. It should,
however, be noted that R1/ shows large variations through the flame. This indicates that the simple formula K = -viR, is valuable to approximate the stretch
ra.te in a name tip, only when the correct value for the flame tip radius R J is used.

5

Conclusions

The flame stretch concept has been generalized to the case of 2D stationary
flames with a finite flame front thickness. Additional terms due to density variations along the flame and flame thickness variations appear. The generalized
formalism is applied to study the local variations in scalar quantities, such as
the enthalpy and flame temperature. On this basis, it appears to be possible to
derive generalized equations for these variations, starting from the conservation
equations. Furthermore, these generalized equations reduce to those of Chung
and Law, when a number of approximations is introduced. Finally, the order of
magnitude of the separate terms is computed for the tip of a Bunsen flame as an
illustration. The contribution to the stretch rate arising from density variations
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along the flame contours appears to be neglegible in this case, while the term
caused by flame thickness variations has a significant contribution. The relative order of magnitude of the mentioned terms may be different in other flames
geometries. The new concept is a valuable tool for the study of the local flame
behavior in numerical studies, such as the stability behavior of flames on burners.
The theory will be applied to the study of the stability and blow-off of inverted
flames and flames on Bunsen-type burners in the near future.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1: Generalized coordinates (~,7J) in a 2D stationary flame. The arrows
indicate the stream lines. The contours with constant TJ are perpendicular to the
contours with constant ~. The small hatched area is a diffusive cell with magnitude hed~h7)d7J.
Figure 2: A flame with flat 7J iso-contours and thickness variations in a homogeneous flow field; Fig.2a: a convective cell (with area's A l and A 2 ) and a diffusive
cell (with area's A 2 and A 3 ); Fig.2b: enlargement of the area variation.
Figure 3: Visualization of the area variation in a flame. The convective and diffusive cells are hatched; the thicker lines indicate the initial and final area's of
the cells.
Figure 4: False-color plots of the different stretch field contributions in the flame
tip on a 2D multiple-slit burner. Lines: 7J-contours (fuel mass fraction Yfu) and
contours of the stream function 4>; FigAa: /{a, FigAb: J(b, FigAc: /{c and FigAd:

I<.
Figure 5: Strain Ux , curvature
metry axis of the Ha.me tip.

v£:x

and total stretch rate

J(

=

J(a

on the sym-
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Appendix A: Area change of flame front contours
Consider two flame front contours C1 : Y(x,y) = T/1 and C2 : Y(x,y) == T/2
< T/2) with parametrisations r = r(e, T/1) and r = r(e, T/2), respectively. Let
A(7h) and A(7]2) denote the areas (lengths) of infinitesimal segments on C1 and
C2 ,respectively, then
(T/1

(44)
In this appendix we study the relation between AC7]l) and A(7]2). Suppose
rCe, T/2) = r(e, 7]1) + aCe), with aCe) an arbitrary displacement vector. Substitution of this relation into the second equation of (44) gives

(45)
Introducing the unit vectors ee

==

le ~~

and e 71

=

l
h'1

~~ with he == I~~I and

h71 == I:~I the corresponding scale factors, equation (45) can also be written as
(46)

where ee and he have to be evaluated at 7] == T/l. Anticipating that I a(O I and
~~(e)1 are small, we only elaborate the inner product (ee, ~:). Let a == (leee +a7je7j
in the
T/)-coordinate system, then it is easy to verify that

I

ce,

(47)

Furthermore, from the identity he~ == !~l (~~, ~~), one can easily derive the
following expression for the last term in (47):
. de7j) _ ~ 8 he
( e~,
h7j 87] •

de -

(48)

Combining (46),(47) and (48) then finally results in

A(~,) = (

2
1+ he

(df +
dae

(l7j

h,

8h e

8rJ ) +

d~

2) 1/2

1 da
hi 1 1

A(~zJ,

(49)

This latter expression will be used in Section 2 to derive the formula for the
stretch rate [{ (~, 7]).
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Appendix B: Evaluation of stretch rate contributions in flame computations
Explicit expressions for the different contributions to the generalized stretch rate
I< and for the conventional stretch rate I<a will be presented in this appendix.
For I< we may write
(50)
I< = I<a. + I<b + I<c,
where I<a, I<b and I<c are given by Eqs.(8) and (41-42).
To be able to compare the different contributions to 1< in case of a flame, computed numerically in the Cartesian (x,y)-coordinate system, we express the different terms of Eq.(50) in the v and Y variables computed in this coordinate system.
We already saw that the local unit vectors e7j and e{ are given by Eqs.(1) and
(2). For the flow vector v we have v = ue x + vey = v{ee + v7je7j so that:
ve = ee . v = Yyu - Yxv,

V7j

= e7j . v = Yx u + f~ v,

(51)

where ~
Yx/YL and Yy = y';/YL. For the vector V we may write V
y
ex + e ;y = ee hIe e + e7j hI" ;71' leading to:

tx

t

=

(52)

With the use of these relations we find for I<a:

(53)

where e.g. f:,x = 1:'x/1'L. For I<b we obtain:
(.54)

and for

[(c:

(55)
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These expressions can be evaluated in the computational orthogonal (x,y) coordinate system. It should be stressed, however, that it is preferable to evaluate
the derivatives in x and y direction, identically as they are calculated in the flame
computation. We use a conservative finite volume method in combination with
an exponential fitting scheme to evalute the fluxes [6] in the numerical flame computations. Therefore, we also apply the exponential fitting scheme to determine
the derivatives.

Figttte 1~ LPH de Goey et al. Combustion and Flame

Fig.2a

A=A2
:
£ ---._._.-._.
-------_._----_.-._._.
__ ._ ..
dA
~dh

Fig.2b

Figure 2, LPH de Goey et al. Combustion and Flame

Figure 3, LPH de Goey et al. Combustion and Flame
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